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Abstract. We study long-range Bernoulli percolation on Zd in which each two vertices x and y are

connected by an edge with probability 1− exp(−β‖x− y‖−d−α). It is a theorem of Noam Berger

(Commun. Math. Phys., 2002) that if 0 < α < d then there is no infinite cluster at the critical

parameter βc. We give a new, quantitative proof of this theorem establishing the power-law upper

bound

Pβc

(
|K| ≥ n

)
≤ Cn−(d−α)/(2d+α)

for every n ≥ 1, where K is the cluster of the origin. We believe that this is the first rigorous

power-law upper bound for a Bernoulli percolation model that is neither planar nor expected to

exhibit mean-field critical behaviour.

As part of the proof, we establish a universal inequality implying that the maximum size of a

cluster in percolation on any finite graph is of the same order as its mean with high probability.

We apply this inequality to derive a new rigorous hyperscaling inequality (2− η)(δ+ 1) ≤ d(δ− 1)

relating the cluster-volume exponent δ and two-point function exponent η.

1 Introduction

Let d ≥ 1 and suppose that J : Zd → [0,∞) is both symmetric in the sense that J(x) = J(−x)

for every x ∈ Zd and integrable in the sense that
∑

x∈Zd J(x) < ∞. For each β ≥ 0, long-

range percolation on Zd with intensity J is the random graph with vertex set Zd in which

we choose whether or not to include each potential edge {x, y} independently at random with

inclusion probability 1−exp(−βJ(y−x)). Note that this model is equivalent to nearest-neighbour

percolation when J(x) = 1(‖x‖1 = 1). Here we will instead be most interested in the case that

J(x) decays like an inverse power of ‖x‖, so that

J(x) ∼ A‖x‖−d−α as x→∞ (1.1)

for some constants A > 0 and α > 0. We denote the law of the resulting random graph by

Pβ = PJ,β and refer to the connected components of this random graph as clusters. Studying

the geometry of these clusters leads to many interesting questions, some of which are motivated
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by applications to modeling ‘small-world’ phenomena in physics, epidemiology, the social sciences,

and so on; see e.g. [12, Section 1.4] and [14, Section 10.6] for background and many references.

Although substantial progress on these questions has been made over the last forty years, with

highlights of the literature including [5, 12, 13, 21, 24, 25, 42, 72], many further important problems

remain open.

In this paper we study the phase transition in long-range percolation. Given d ≥ 1 and a

symmetric, integrable function J : Zd → [0,∞), we define the critical parameter

βc = βc(J) = sup
{
β ≥ 0 : Pβ is supported on configurations with no infinite clusters

}
.

Elementary path-counting arguments yield that there are no infinite clusters almost surely when

β
∑

x J(x) < 1, and hence that βc ≥ 1/
∑

x J(x) > 0 under the assumption that J is locally finite.

When d = 1 and J is of the form (1.1), the model has a non-trivial phase transition in the sense

that 0 < βc <∞ if and only if α ≤ 1, while for d ≥ 2 the phase transition is non-trivial for every

α > 0 [58, 61]. As with nearest-neighbour percolation, the model is expected to exhibit many

interesting fractal-like features when β = βc (see e.g. [21,25,42]), but proving this rigorously seems

to be a very difficult problem in general.

It is a surprising fact that our understanding of long-range percolation models is better than

our understanding of their nearest-neighbour counterparts in many situations. Indeed, it is a

remarkable theorem of Noam Berger [11] that long-range percolation on Zd undergoes a continuous

phase transition in the sense that there is no infinite cluster at βc whenever d ≥ 1 and 0 < α < d.

The corresponding statement for nearest-neighbour percolation with d ≥ 2 is of course a notorious

open problem needing little further introduction. While it is widely believed that the phase

transition should be continuous for all α > 0 and d ≥ 2, it is a theorem of Aizenman and

Newman [5] that the model undergoes a discontinuous phase transition when d = α = 1, so

that the condition α < d cannot be removed from Berger’s result in general.

Berger’s proof works by showing that the set of β for which an infinite cluster exists a.s. is

open, and gives little quantitative control of percolation at the critical parameter βc itself. In

this paper we give a new, quantitative proof of Berger’s result that yields an explicit power-law

upper bound on the tail of the volume of the cluster of the origin at criticality under the same

assumptions. We write K0 for the cluster of the origin, write Λr = [−r, r]d ∩ Zd for each r ≥ 0,

and write {x↔ y} for the event that x and y belong to the same cluster.

Theorem 1.1. Let d ≥ 1, let J : Zd → (0,∞) be symmetric and integrable, and suppose that there

exists α < d, c > 0, and r0 < ∞ such that J(x) ≥ c‖x‖−d−α1 for every x ∈ Zd with ‖x‖1 ≥ r0.

Then there exists a constant C such that

Pβ(|K0| ≥ n) ≤ Cn−(d−α)/(2d+α) (1.2)

and
1

|Λr|
∑
x∈Λr

Pβ(0↔ x) ≤ Cr−2(d−α)/(3d) (1.3)

for every β ≤ βc, n ≥ 1, and r ≥ 1. In particular, there are almost surely no infinite clusters at

the critical parameter βc.

The theorem is most interesting when d < 6 and α > d/3, in which case the model is not
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expected to have mean-field behaviour and high-dimensional techniques such as the lace expansion

[21, 35, 42] should not apply. Indeed, we believe that Theorem 1.1 is the first rigorous, non-trivial

power-law upper bound for a critical Bernoulli percolation model that is neither two-dimensional

nor expected to be described by mean-field critical exponents.

Let us now discuss interpretations of our results in terms of critical exponents. It is strongly

believed that the large-scale behaviour of critical (long-range or nearest-neighbour) percolation

on d-dimensional Euclidean lattices is described by critical exponents [33, Chapters 9 and 10].

The most relevant of these exponents to us are traditionally denoted δ and η and are believed to

describe the distribution of the cluster of the origin at criticality via the asymptotics

Pβc(|K0| ≥ n) ≈ n−1/δ as n→∞
and Pβc(x↔ y) ≈ ‖x− y‖−d+2−η as ‖x− y‖ → ∞,

where ≈ means that the ratio of the logarithms of the two sides tends to 1 in the relevant limit.

These exponents are expected to depend on the dimension d and the long-range parameter α (if

appropriate) but not on the small-scale details of the model such as the choice of lattice. It is an

open problem of central importance to prove the existence of and/or compute these exponents, as

well as to prove that they are universal in this sense. Significant progress has been made in high

dimensions (d > 6 or α < d/3) [4, 6, 21, 30, 35, 37, 42], where it is known that δ = 2 and η = 0 for

several large classes of examples, and for nearest-neighbour models in two dimensions [49,52,66,67],

where it has been proven in particular that δ = 91/5 and η = 5/24 for site percolation on

the triangular lattice as predicted by Nienhuis [59]. Important partial progress for other two-

dimensional planar lattices has been made by Kesten [47–49] and Kesten and Zhang [50]. Progress

in intermediate dimensions has however been extremely limited. Theorem 1.1 can be seen as a

modest first step towards understanding the problem in this regime, and implies that for long-range

percolation with 0 < α < d the exponents δ and η satisfy

δ ≤ 2d+ α

d− α
and 2− η ≤ 1

3
d+

2

3
α (1.4)

whenever they are well-defined. (Conversely, the mean-field lower bound of Aizenman and Barsky [2]

implies that δ satisfies δ ≥ 2 whenever it is well-defined; see also [29, Proposition 1.3].) See Sec-

tion 1.3 for a discussion of how these bounds compare to the non-rigorous predicted values of η

and δ in the physics literature. We remark that similar bounds on other exponents including the

susceptibility exponent γ, gap exponent ∆, and cluster density exponent β can be obtained from

(1.4) using the rigorous scaling inequalities γ ≤ δ− 1, ∆ ≤ δ, and β ≥ 2/δ proven in [46] and [57].

Hyperscaling inequalities. As a part of our proof, we also prove a new rigorous hyperscaling

inequality (2 − η)(δ + 1) ≤ d(δ − 1) for both long-range and nearest-neighbour percolation. To

prove this inequality, we first prove a universal inequality implying in particular that the maximum

cluster size in percolation on any finite graph is of the same order as its mean with high probability.

Both results are of independent interest, and are discussed in detail in Section 2.

Other graphs. Our methods are not very specific to the hypercubic lattice Zd, and can also

be used to establish very similar results for long-range percolation on, say, arbitrary transitive

graphs of d-dimensional volume growth. We now formulate an even more general version of our
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theorem, which will follow by essentially the same proof. The definitions introduced here will also

be used throughout the rest of the paper. Given a graph G and a vertex v, we write E→v for the

set of oriented edges emanating from v. (We will often abuse notation by identifying this set with

the corresponding set of unoriented edges.) We define a weighted graph G = (V,E, J) to be a

countable graph (V,E) together with an assignment of positive weights {Je : e ∈ E} such that∑
e∈E→v Je < ∞ for each v ∈ V . Locally finite graphs can be considered as weighted graphs by

setting Je ≡ 1. A graph automorphism of (V,E) is a weighted graph automorphism of (V,E, J)

if it preserves the weights, and a weighted graph G is said to be transitive if for every two

vertices x and y in G there exists an automorphism of G sending x to y. We say that a weighted

graph is simple if there is at most one edge between any two vertices. Given a weighted graph

G = (V,E, J) and β ≥ 0, we define Bernoulli-β bond percolation on G to be the random subgraph

of G in which each edge is chosen to be either retained or deleted independently at random with

retention probability 1− e−βJe , and write Pβ = PG,β for the law of this random subgraph.

Theorem 1.2. Let G = (V,E, J) be an infinite, simple, unimodular transitive weighted graph, let

o be a vertex of G, and suppose that there exist constants 1/2 < a < 1, c > 0, and ε0 > 0 such

that |{e ∈ E→o : Je ≥ ε}| ≥ cε−a for every 0 < ε ≤ ε0. Then βc <∞ and there exists a constant C

such that

Pβ(|Ko| ≥ n) ≤ Cn−(2a−1)/(a+1)

for every 0 ≤ β ≤ βc and n ≥ 1. In particular, there are almost surely no infinite clusters at the

critical parameter βc.

The hypothesis of unimodularity is a technical condition that holds in most natural examples,

including all amenable transitive weighted graphs and all weighted graphs defined in terms of a

countable group Γ and a symmetric, integrable function J : Γ → [0,∞) by V = Γ, E = {{g, h} :

g, h ∈ Γ, J(g−1h) > 0}, and J({g, h}) = J(g−1h) for each {g, h} ∈ E [68]. (As in the case of Zd,
we say that a function J : Γ → [0,∞) on a countable group Γ is symmetric if J(γ) = J(γ−1) for

every γ ∈ Γ and integrable if
∑

γ∈Γ J(γ) < ∞.) It follows in particular that Theorem 1.2 implies

Theorem 1.1. See [56, Chapter 8] for further background on unimodularity.

Remark 1.3. Theorem 1.2 also leads to a new proof of a recent theorem of Xiang and Zou [76]

which states that every countably infinite (but not necessarily finitely generated) group Γ admits a

symmetric, integrable function J : Γ→ [0,∞) for which the associated weighted graph has a non-

trivial percolation phase transition. To deduce their theorem from ours, simply pick a bijection

σ : Γ → {1, 2, . . .}, let 1 < α < 2, and consider the symmetric, integrable function on Γ defined

by J(γ) = σ(γ)−α + σ(γ−1)−α for every γ ∈ Γ: the associated long-range percolation model has

βc < ∞ by Theorem 1.2. We remark also that Xiang and Zou’s proof relied on the results of

Duminil-Copin, Goswami, Raoufi, Severo, and Yadin [26] in the case that the group is finitely

generated, while our proof is self-contained. It would be interesting if a new proof of the results

of [26] could be derived from Theorem 1.2 by comparison of short- and long-range percolation.

1.1 About the proof

We now outline the basic structure of our proof and discuss how it compares to previous approaches

to critical percolation. We begin with a brief overview of the two main strategies that have been
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employed in the study of critical percolation, which we term the supercritical strategy and the

subcritical strategy. Broadly speaking, the supercritical strategy has found more success in low-

dimensional settings while the subcritical strategy has found more success in high-dimensional

settings, but there are notable exceptions in both cases. We write θ(p) = Pp(|Ko| = ∞) for the

probability that the origin lies in an infinite cluster.

The supercritical strategy. In this strategy, one attempts to prove that the set {p : θ(p) > 0}
is open by analysis of percolation under the assumption that θ(p) > 0. For example, one may hope

to show that if infinite clusters exist then each such cluster K must be ‘large’ in some coarse sense

that is strong enough to ensure that pc(K) < 1. This approach has been successfully followed

both in Berger’s analysis of long-range percolation on Zd [11] and in Benjamini, Lyons, Peres,

and Schramm’s proof that critical percolation on any nonamenable Cayley graph has no infinite

clusters [10]. Harris’s classical proof that θ(1/2) = 0 for the square lattice [38] can also be thought

of in similar terms. Alternatively, one may instead attempt to find a finite-size characterisation

of supercriticality, that is, a sequence of events (En)n≥1 each depending on at most finitely many

edges and a sequence of positive numbers (δn)n≥0 such that

θ(p) > 0 ⇐⇒ there exists n ≥ 1 such that Pp(En) > 1− δn

for every p ∈ [0, 1]; the existence of such a finite-size characterisation of supercriticality is easily

seen to imply that the set {p : θ(p) > 0} is open as required. Such finite-size characterisations are

typically derived via a renormalization argument, and this strategy often amounts to an alterna-

tive formalization of the more geometric strategy discussed above. Successful realisations of this

approach include Barsky, Grimmett, and Newman’s analysis [7,8] of half-spaces and orthants in Zd

and Duminil-Copin, Sidoravicius, and Tassion’s analysis [28] of two-dimensional slabs Z2 × [0, r]k.

A popular approach to critical percolation on Z3 seeks to implement this strategy by eliminating

the ‘sprinkling’ from the proof of the Grimmett-Marstrand theorem [34]; while this has not yet

been done successfully, interesting partial progress in this direction has been made by Cerf [20].

Arguments following the supercritical strategy tend to be ineffective in the sense that they

give little or no quantitative information about percolation at pc; see however the recent work of

Duminil-Copin, Kozma, and Tassion [27] for some progress towards reversing this trend.

The subcritical strategy. In this strategy, one attempts to prove that the set {p : θ(p) = 0}
is closed by proving that some non-trivial upper bound on the distribution of the cluster of the

origin holds uniformly throughout the subcritical phase. In contrast to the supercritical strategy,

the subcritical strategy is inherently quantitative in nature and typically yields explicit estimates

on the distribution of the cluster of the origin at criticality. The simplest example of such an

argument is the proof that there is no percolation at criticality on any amenable transitive graph

of exponential volume growth [43], which uses elementary subadditivity considerations to prove

the uniform bound

min{Pp(x↔ y) : d(x, y) ≤ n} ≤ gr(G)−n

for every n ≥ 1 and p < pc, where gr(G) = lim supn→∞ |B(x, n)|1/n is the rate of exponential

volume growth of G. Left-continuity of connection probabilities then implies that the same bound

continues to hold at pc, from which the theorem is easily deduced.
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More sophisticated versions of the subcritical strategy often involve a ‘bootstrapping’ or ‘for-

bidden zone’ argument. Such an argument was first used to analyze high-dimensional statistical

mechanics models by Slade [62]. To implement such an argument, one aims to prove that some

well-chosen estimate, called the bootstrapping hypothesis, implies a strictly stronger version

of itself. Once this is done, it is usually straightforward to conclude via a continuity argument that

the strong form of the estimate holds uniformly throughout the subcritical phase. For example,

the lace expansion for high-dimensional percolation [30, 36, 37, 42] works roughly by showing that

if d is sufficiently large and G denotes the Greens function on Zd then for each p ∈ [0, pc) we have

the implication(
Pp(x↔ y) ≤ 3 G (x, y) for every x, y ∈ Zd

)
⇒
(
Pp(x↔ y) ≤ 2 G (x, y) for every x, y ∈ Zd

)
. (1.5)

The estimate Pp(x ↔ y) ≤ 3 G (x, y) holds trivially when p is small. Since we also have that

lim supx→∞Pp(0 ↔ x)/G (0, x) = 0 for every p < pc by sharpness of the phase transition [2, 29],

it follows by an elementary continuity argument that Pp(x↔ y) ≤ 2 G (x, y) for every 0 ≤ p ≤ pc
and hence that there is no infinite cluster at pc as desired. (In fact the bootstrapping hypothesis

used in the lace expansion analysis of percolation is more complicated than this, but the essence

of the argument is as described.) See [41,63] for an overview of this method and [16,65] for recent

work simplifying the implementation of the lace expansion for weakly self-avoiding walk.

In this paper we build upon a new version of the subcritical strategy that has been developed

in our recent works [39, 44, 45]. The most basic form of the method was first used to prove

power-law upper bounds for percolation on groups of exponential growth in [44], while a more

sophisticated version of the method, closer to that employed here, was subsequently used to analyze

critical percolation on certain groups of stretched-exponential volume growth in joint work with

Hermon [39]. Very recently, similar ideas have also been used to prove continuity of the phase

transition for the Ising model on nonamenable groups [45].

Let us now outline how this method works. In [44], we built upon the work on Aizenman,

Kesten, and Newman [3] to prove an upper bound on the probability of a certain two-arm-type

event, which we called the two-ghost inequality, that holds universally for all unimodular transitive

graphs. One formulation of this inequality states that if G = (V,E) is a connected, locally finite,

transitive unimodular graph (e.g. G = Zd) and Se,n denotes the event that the endpoints of the

edge e are in distinct clusters each of which touches (i.e., contains a vertex incident to) at least n

edges and at least one of which is finite, then

∑
e∈E→o

Pp(Se,n) ≤ 66 deg(o)

√
1− p
pn

(1.6)

for every p ∈ (0, 1], n ≥ 1, and o ∈ V . An extension of the two-ghost inequality to long-range

models (including certain dependent models) was proven in [45, Section 3], which we give a further

improvement to in Theorem 3.1. The two-ghost inequality can sometimes be used to prove that the

percolation phase transition is continuous via the following rough strategy, which we implement a

version of in this paper:
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1. Assume as a bootstrapping hypothesis some well-chosen upper bound Pβ(|Ko| ≥ n) ≤ h(n)

for each n ≥ 1 with h(n) → 0 as n → ∞ and that holds trivially when β is very small and

that decays subexponentially, so that limn→∞ h(n)−1Pβ(|Ko| ≥ n) = 0 for every β < βc by

sharpness of the phase transition [29,46]. Choosing which bound to use is a potentially subtle

matter which may involve trial and error. Heuristically, there is a ‘Goldilocks principle’ that

needs to be satisfied when choosing the bootstrapping hypothesis appropriately: A bound

that is too weak will be of too little use as an input to proceed further into the argument,

while a bound that is too strong will be too difficult to re-derive in a stronger form as required

for the bootstrapping argument to come full circle. In particular, any bound decaying faster

than n−1/2 cannot possibly work. In this paper we are able to consider power-law upper

bounds as seems most natural, while in [40] the optimal upper bound making the argument

work was of the form Ce− logε n for small ε > 0.

2. Find some way to convert the bootstrapping hypothesis Pβ(|Ko| ≥ n) ≤ h(n) into a two-

point function upper bound Pβ(o ↔ x) ≤ f(x) for some function f that hopefully decays

reasonably quickly as x→∞ for at least some well-chosen choices of x. In [39], for example,

this is done by lettingX be a random walk and bounding Pβ(o↔ Xk) via spectral techniques.

Here we will instead prove such a bound using hyperscaling inequalities as discussed in

Section 2.

3. Use the Harris-FKG inequality and a union bound to observe that Pβ(S ′
o,x,n) ≥ Pβ(|Ko| ≥

n)2 − Pβ(o ↔ x), where S ′
o,x,n is the event that o and x belong to distinct clusters of size

at least n, then prove an upper bound of the form Pβ(S ′
o,x,n) ≤ F (x)Pβ(S ′

e,n) for some

appropriately chosen edge e = e(x) and some function F (x) that is hopefully not too large.

In [39, 44] this second step is done via a surgery argument using the finite-energy property

of percolation. In our setting this step is much simpler and more efficient since we can just

take e to be the ‘long edge’ connecting o to x and take F (x) ≡ 1.

4. Put steps 2 and 3 together to get an inequality of the form

Pβ(|Ko| ≥ n) ≤
√
F (x)Pβ(S ′

e,n) + f(x)

for every n ≥ 1 and every vertex x under the assumption that β < βc and that the boot-

strapping hypothesis holds. The proof will work if bounding Pβ(S ′
e,n) using the two-ghost

inequality and optimizing over the choice of x leads to a bound Pβ(|Ko| ≥ n) ≤ g(n) that is

a strict improvement of the bootstrapping hypothesis in the sense that g(n) < h(n) when-

ever h(n) < 1. (The function g must not depend on the choice of 0 ≤ β < βc.) Once

this has been done successfully, it follows by an elementary continuity argument (using that

limn→∞ h(n)−1Pβ(|Ko| ≥ n) = 0 for every β < βc) that the bound Pβ(|Ko| ≥ n) ≤ g(n)

holds for all 0 ≤ β ≤ βc and n ≥ 1, and hence that there is no percolation at criticality as

desired.
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1.2 A short proof of a weaker result

In order to give a simple illustration of how the strategy sketched above can be applied to long-

range percolation on Zd, we now give a quick proof of a weaker result requiring α < d/4 rather

than α < d and giving a worse upper bound on the exponent δ.

Proposition 1.4. Let d ≥ 1, let J : Zd → [0,∞) be symmetric and integrable, and suppose that

there exists α < d/4, c > 0, and r0 < ∞ such that J(x) ≥ c‖x‖−d−α1 for every x ∈ Zd with

‖x‖1 ≥ r0. Then there exists a constant C such that

Pβ(|K0| ≥ n) ≤ Cn−(d−4α)/(4d)

for every 0 ≤ β ≤ βc and n ≥ 1. In particular, there are almost surely no infinite clusters at the

critical parameter βc.

The proof will apply the following special case of the two-ghost inequality of [45, Corollary

3.2]. We will prove a stronger version of this inequality in Section 3. For each e ∈ E and λ > 0, we

define Se,λ to be the event that the endpoints of e are in distinct clusters each of which touches a

set of edges of total weight at least λ and at least one of which contains only finitely many vertices.

Theorem 1.5. Let G = (V,E, J) be a connected, unimodular, transitive weighted graph, let o be

a vertex of G, and let β ≥ 0. Then∑
e∈E→o

√
Je(eβJe − 1)Pβ(Se,λ) ≤ 42√

λ
for every λ > 0. (1.7)

Proof of Proposition 1.4. By rescaling if necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that∑
x∈Zd J(x) = 1, so that βc ≥ 1. Let θ = (d−4α)/4d < 1/4. We claim that there exists a constant

C ≥ 1 such that the following implication holds for each 1/2 ≤ β < βc and 1 ≤ A <∞:(
Pβ(|K0| ≥ n) ≤ An−θ for every n ≥ 1

)
⇒
(
Pβ(|K0| ≥ n) ≤ CA1/2n−θ for every n ≥ 1

)
. (1.8)

Indeed, fix one such 1/2 ≤ β < βc and suppose that 1 ≤ A < ∞ is such that Pβ(|K0| ≥ n) ≤
An−θ for every n ≥ 1. All the constants appearing in the remainder of the proof will be allowed to

depend on d, α,, c, and r0, but not on the choice of 1 ≤ A <∞ or 1/2 ≤ β < βc. For each x ∈ Zd

and n ≥ 1, let S ′
x,n be the event that 0 and x belong to distinct clusters each of which contain at

least n vertices. Both clusters are automatically finite since β < βc. It follows from Theorem 1.5

that there exists a constant C1 such that∑
x∈Zd

J(x)1/2(eβJ(x) − 1)1/2Pβ(S ′
x,n) ≤ C1n

−1/2

for every n ≥ 1. For each r ≥ r0, define Λ′r = Λr \Λr0−1; we will prove bounds depending on both

n and r before optimizing over the choice of r later in the proof. Using the inequality ex − 1 ≥ x

and the assumption that J(x) ≥ c‖x‖−d−α1 for every x ∈ Zd \ Λr0−1, it follows that there exists a
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constant C2 such that∑
x∈Λ′r

Pβ(S ′
x,n) ≤ max

{
J(x)−1/2(eβJ(x) − 1)−1/2 : x ∈ Λ′r

} ∑
x∈Zd

J(x)1/2(eβJ(x) − 1)1/2Pβ(S ′
x,n)

≤ max
{
β−1/2J(x)−1 : x ∈ Λ′r

}
C1n

−1/2 ≤ C2r
d+αn−1/2 (1.9)

for every n ≥ 1 and r ≥ r0. On the other hand, we have trivially that there exists a constant C3

such that

∑
x∈Λ′r

Pβ(0↔ x) = Eβ|K0 ∩ Λ′r| ≤ Eβ

[
|K0| ∧ |Λ′r|

]
=

|Λ′r|∑
n=1

Pβ(|K0| ≥ n)

≤ A
|Λ′r|∑
n=1

n−θ ≤ C3Ar
d(1−θ) (1.10)

for every r ≥ r0. We now apply these two bounds to obtain a new bound on Pβ(|K0| ≥ n). We

have by a union bound and the Harris-FKG inequality that

Pβ(S ′
x,n) ≥ Pβ(|K0| ≥ n, |Kx| ≥ n)−Pβ(0↔ x) ≥ Pβ(|K0| ≥ n)2 −Pβ(0↔ x)

for each x ∈ Zd and n ≥ 1. Rearranging yields Pβ(|K0| ≥ n)2 ≤ Pβ(0↔ x) + Pβ(S ′
x,n) for every

x ∈ Zd and n ≥ 1, and it follows by averaging over x ∈ Λ′r that there exists a constant C4 such

that

Pβ(|K0| ≥ n)2 ≤ 1

|Λ′r|
∑
x∈Λ′r

Pβ(0↔ x) +
1

|Λ′r|
∑
x∈Λ′r

Pβ(S ′
x,n) ≤ C4Ar

−dθ + C4r
αn−1/2

for every r ≥ r0 and n ≥ 1, where we applied (1.10) and (1.9) in the second inequality. Taking

r = r0 ∨
⌈
n(1−4θ)/(2α)

⌉
yields that there exists a constant C5 such that

Pβ(|K0| ≥ n)2 ≤ C5An
−dθ(1−4θ)/(2α) + C5n

−2θ = C5(A+ 1)n−2θ ≤ 2C5An
−2θ (1.11)

for every n ≥ 1, where we used that θ = (d − 4α)/4d in the central equality. (We arrived at this

value of θ by getting to this stage of the calculation with θ indeterminate and solving for the value

of θ that made the two powers of n equal.) The inequality (1.11) implies the claimed implication

(1.8) by taking square roots on both sides.

We now apply the bootstrapping implication (1.8) to complete the proof of the proposition.

For each 1/2 ≤ β < βc, we have by sharpness of the phase transition [2, 29] that |K0| has finite

mean (indeed, it has an exponential tail), and in particular that there exists 1 ≤ A <∞ such that

Pβ(|K0| ≥ n) ≤ An−θ for every n ≥ 1. For each 1/2 ≤ β < βc we may therefore define

Aβ = min
{

1 ≤ A <∞ : Pβ(|K0| ≥ n) ≤ An−θ for every n ≥ 1
}
<∞.

Since the set we are minimizing over is closed, we have that Pβ(|K0| ≥ n) ≤ Aβn−θ for every n ≥ 1

and 1/2 ≤ β < βc. Moreover, (1.8) implies that there exists a constant C such that Aβ ≤ CA
1/2
β

9
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Figure 1: Our upper bounds (blue) vs. the conjectured true values (red) of 2−η and δ when d = 2.

for every 0 ≤ β < βc, and since Aβ is finite for every 1/2 ≤ β < βc we may safely rearrange

this inequality to obtain that Aβ ≤ C2 for every 1/2 ≤ β < βc. Thus, we have proven that

Pβ(|K0| ≥ n) ≤ C2n−θ for every 0 ≤ β < βc. Considering the standard monotone coupling of Pβ

and Pβ′ for β ≤ β′ and taking limits, it follows that the same estimate holds for all 0 ≤ β ≤ βc
and n ≥ 1 as claimed.

In order to prove Theorem 1.1, we will improve the above proof in two ways: In Section 2 we

develop a better method to convert volume-tail bounds into two-point function bounds than the

primitive method used in (1.10), while in Section 3 we prove an improved form of the two-ghost

inequality that gives better bounds on Pβ(Se,n) in the case that e is a typical ‘long’ edge. (Each

improvement can be used in isolation to prove a result of intermediate strength requiring α < d/2.)

1.3 Comparison to physics predictions

We now give a brief heuristic discussion of how our exponent bounds compare to the values

predicted in the physics literature. Building upon the work of Sak [60] on long-range Ising models

(see also e.g. [9, 55]), physicists including Brezin, Parisi, and Ricci-Tersenghi [19] have argued

that if η(d, α) and δ(d, α) denote the values of the exponents η and δ for long-range percolation

in dimension d with long-range parameter α and ηSR(d) and δSR(d) denote the corresponding

nearest-neighbour exponents then

2− η(d, α) =

α α ≤ 2− ηSR(d)

2− ηSR(d) α > 2− ηSR(d),
(1.12)

with logarithmic corrections to scaling at the ‘crossover’ value α∗(d) = 2−ηSR(d). In particular, the

exponent η(d, α) is predicted to ‘stick’ to its mean-field value of 2−α in the interval (d/3, α∗], even

though other exponents such as δ are not expected to take their mean-field values in this interval.

Numerical work supporting these predictions has recently been carried out in [31]. See [21,22,42]

for rigorous proofs in certain high-dimensional cases and [53,64] for related rigorous results for the

long-range spin O(n) model. Assuming further that δ(d, α) takes its mean-field value of 2 when

α ≤ d/3 and that the hyperscaling relation (2 − η)(δ + 1) = d(δ − 1) is satisfied when α ≥ d/3

yields that

10
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Figure 2: Our upper bounds (blue) vs. the conjectured true values (red) of 2−η and δ when d = 3.
Here we use the numerical values α∗(3) = 2 − ηSR(3) ≈ 2.0457 and δSR(3) ≈ 5.2886 obtained by
applying the scaling and hyperscaling relations to the numerical estimates on the exponents ν and
β/ν obtained by Wang et al. in [75]. When α = 2.0457 ≈ α∗(3) our upper bound on δ is about
8.43.

δ(d, α) =


2 0 < α ≤ d/3
(d+ α)/(d− α) d/3 ≤ α ≤ α∗(d)

δSR(d) α∗(d) ≤ α <∞.

(1.13)

As discussed above, it is strongly expected and known in some cases that ηSR(2) = 5/24 and that

ηSR(d) = 0 when d ≥ 6. On the other hand, it is believed that ηSR takes small negative values

for d ∈ {3, 4, 5}: Both numerical estimates [54, 71, 75, 77] and non-rigorous renormalization group

methods [32] give values ranging between −0.1 and −0.01 in all three cases. (See the Wikipedia

page https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Percolation_critical_exponents for a summary.) As

such, it is believed that α∗(d) < d for every d ≥ 2 and hence that that the models treated by

Theorem 1.1 should include examples in the same universality class as nearest-neighbour Bernoulli

bond percolation on each lattice of dimension d ≥ 2. (Proving such a universality claim would,

however, require a vastly better understanding of these models than that provided by Theorem 1.1.)

The bounds we obtain on the exponents for these models are of reasonable order, with our upper

bounds on δ(d, α) always within a factor of 2 of the predicted true values when α ≤ α∗(d) =

2− ηSR(d). See Figures 1 and 2 for side-by-side comparisons in two and three dimensions.

2 Hyperscaling inequalities and the maximum cluster size in a box

The proof of Proposition 1.4 made use of the fact that if Bernoulli bond percolation on some

weighted graph G = (V,E, J) satisfies a bound of the form supv∈V Pβ(|Kv| ≥ n) ≤ An−θ for some

0 ≤ θ < 1 and A <∞ then we have that

∑
v∈Λ

Pβ(u↔ v) = Eβ|Ku ∩ Λ| ≤ Eβ

[
|Ku| ∧ |Λ|

]
≤ A

|Λ|∑
n=1

n−θ ≤ C(θ)A|Λ|1−θ (2.1)

11
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for every Λ ⊆ V and u ∈ V , where C(θ) = O(1/(1− θ)) depends only on θ. Tasaki [69] observed

that this inequality, which holds for arbitrary random graph models on Zd, can be thought of

as giving a primitive hyperscaling inequality (2 − η)δ ≤ d(δ − 1). In this section, we prove an

inequality implying the stronger hyperscaling inequality (2− η)(δ+ 1) ≤ d(δ− 1). Note that while

the arguments in the rest of the paper can all be applied to certain dependent percolation models

including the random-cluster model with only a little extra work, the arguments in this section rely

on the BK inequality in an essential way and are therefore very specific to Bernoulli percolation.

Let us now briefly review what is known about scaling and hyperscaling relations for Bernoulli

percolation. In addition to the critical exponents δ and η that we have already introduced, it is

also believed that there exist exponents γ,∆, ρ, and β such that

Eβc−ε

[
|K0|k

]
≈ ε−γ−∆(k−1) as ε ↓ 0 for each k ≥ 1

Pβc(0↔ ∂[−r, r]d) ≈ r−1/ρ as r ↑ ∞, and

Pβc+ε(|K0| =∞) ≈ εβ as ε ↓ 0.

As before, ≈ means that the ratio of the logarithms of the two sides tends to 1 in the relevant

limit. A further critical exponent ν is expected to describe the correlation length ξ(β) through

the asymptotics ξ(βc − ε) ≈ ε−ν as ε ↓ 0. Intuitively the correlation length is the scale on which

off-critical behaviour begins to manifest itself, see [33, Section 6.2] for a precise definition in the

nearest-neighbour context. Heuristic scaling theory predicts that these exponents always satisfy

the scaling relations

γ = β(δ − 1), βδ = ∆, and γ = ν(2− η). (2.2)

Below the upper critical dimension, two additional relations between these exponents known as

the hyperscaling relations are expected to hold, namely

dρ = δ + 1 and dν = β(δ + 1). (2.3)

Note that the hyperscaling relations involve the dimension d while the scaling relations do not. It

is a heuristic originally due to Coniglio [23] that the hyperscaling relations should hold if there are

typically O(1) ‘large’ critical clusters on any given scale. This condition is believed to hold below

the upper critical dimension but not above; see [1,17] for detailed discussions. See [33, Section 9.1]

for an overview of the heuristic arguments in support of the scaling and hyperscaling relations.

For nearest-neighbour percolation on two-dimensional planar lattices, the scaling relations (2.2)

and hyperscaling relations (2.3) were proven to hold by Kesten [49] under the assumption that

the exponents δ and ν are both well-defined. (Kesten’s results were of central importance to

the subsequent computation of the critical exponents for site percolation on the triangular lattice

following Smirnov’s proof of conformal invariance [52, 66, 67].) See also [74] for related results on

two-dimensional Voronoi percolation. Meanwhile, in high dimensions, it is now known that the

exponents β, γ, δ,∆, η, ρ, and ν all take their mean-field values in nearest-neighbour percolation

with d � 6, from which it follows that the scaling relations (2.2) are satisfied but that the

hyperscaling relations (2.3) are violated; see [41] for an overview and [4,6,21,35,37,51] for highlights

of the high-dimensional literature.
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It remains completely open to prove that the scaling and hyperscaling relations hold in dimen-

sions 2 < d ≤ 6, even if one assumes that all the relevant exponents are well-defined. The most

significant progress is due to Borgs, Chayes, Kesten, and Spencer [17, 18], who proved in partic-

ular that the scaling and hyperscaling relations both hold in low-dimensional lattices for which ρ

is well-defined under the (as yet unproven) assumption that the number of clusters crossing the

box [0, r] × [0, 3r]d−1 in the easy direction is tight as r → ∞. Their proof also yields that the

hyperscaling inequalities

dρ ≥ δ + 1 and d− 2 + η ≥ 2/ρ

hold on any graph for which these exponents are well-defined. Many further works have established

various other inequalities between critical exponents; see the work of Tasaki [69,70] for hyperscaling

inequalities and the recent work [46] and references therein for an overview of scaling inequalities.

The main goal of this section is to prove the following theorem, which improves significantly

upon the naive bound of (2.1).

Theorem 2.1. There exists a universal constant C such that the following holds. Let G = (V,E, J)

be a weighted graph, let β ≥ 0, and suppose that there exist constants A < ∞ and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1/2

such that Pβ(|Ku| ≥ λ) ≤ Aλ−θ for every u ∈ V and λ > 0. Then

1

|Λ|
∑
v∈Λ

Pβ(u↔ v) ≤ CA2/(1+θ)|Λ|−2θ/(1+θ)

for every u ∈ V and every finite set Λ ⊆ V .

In the context of Zd, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that if the exponents η and δ are both

well-defined then they satisfy the hyperscaling inequality

(2− η)(δ + 1) ≤ d(δ − 1). (2.4)

Indeed, if η and δ are both well-defined then either η ≥ 2, in which case (2.4) is trivial, or we

can apply Theorem 2.1 with θ = 1/δ − ε for ε > 0 arbitrary (noting that δ ≥ 2 when it is well

defined [2, 29]) to compute that

r−d+2−η ≈ r−d
∑
x∈Λr

‖x‖−d+2−η ≈ r−d
∑

x,y∈Λr

Pβ(0↔ x) . r−2d/(δ+1) as r →∞,

where we write . to mean that the ratio of the logarithms of the left and right hand sides has

limit supremum less than 1. This inequality may be rearranged to prove the inequality (2.4) in

the case η < 2. We remark that the inequality (2.4) is expected to be an equality below the upper

critical dimension, as would follow from the validity of the scaling and hyperscaling relations.

In order to prove Theorem 2.1, we first prove in Section 2.1 a universal inequality implying in

particular that the maximum size of the intersection of a cluster with a finite set is exponentially

unlikely to be much larger than its median value, Theorem 2.2. This inequality is proven by a

combinatorial argument using the BK inequality. We then deduce Theorem 2.1 from this inequality

in Section 2.2 by a fairly straightforward calculation.
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2.1 Universal tightness of the maximum cluster size in a finite region

Let G = (V,E, J) be a countable weighted graph, and consider Bernoulli bond percolation on G

with parameter β ≥ 0. For each finite subset Λ of V , we define

|Kmax(Λ)| = max{|Kv ∩ Λ| : v ∈ V } = max{|Kv ∩ Λ| : v ∈ Λ}.

(This is a slight abuse of notation: there may be more than one cluster achieving this maximum,

so that Kmax(Λ) need not be well-defined as a set in general.) In this section we prove a general

inequality, applying universally to all G, β, and Λ, implying that |Kmax(Λ)| is of the same order

as its ‘typical value’ Mβ(Λ) := min{n ≥ 0 : Pβ(|Kmax(Λ)| ≥ n) ≤ e−1} with high probability. In

particular, one simple consequence of this theorem is that e−1Mβ(Λ) ≤ Eβ|Kmax(Λ)| ≤ 10Mβ(Λ),

so that the mean and typical value of |Kmax(Λ)| are always of the same order. We expect that the

inequalities we prove in this section will have many further applications in the future.

Theorem 2.2 (Universal tightness of the maximum cluster size). Let G = (V,E, J) be a countable

weighted graph and let Λ ⊆ V be finite and non-empty. Then the inequalities

Pβ

(
|Kmax(Λ)| ≥ αMβ(Λ)

)
≤ exp

(
−1

9
α

)
(2.5)

and Pβ

(
|Kmax(Λ)| < εMβ(Λ)

)
≤ 27ε (2.6)

hold for every β ≥ 0, α ≥ 1, and 0 < ε ≤ 1. Moreover, the inequality

Pβ

(
|Ku ∩ Λ| ≥ αMβ(Λ)

)
≤ e ·Pβ

(
|Ku ∩ Λ| ≥Mβ(Λ)

)
exp

(
−1

9
α

)
(2.7)

holds for every β ≥ 0, α ≥ 1, and u ∈ V .

We will deduce this theorem as a corollary of the following more general inequality.

Theorem 2.3. Let G = (V,E, J) be a countable weighted graph and let Λ ⊆ V be finite and

non-empty. Then the inequalities

Pβ

(
|Kmax(Λ)| ≥ 3kλ

)
≤ Pβ

(
|Kmax(Λ)| ≥ λ

)3k−1+1
(2.8)

and Pβ

(
|Ku ∩ Λ| ≥ 3kλ

)
≤ Pβ

(
|Kmax(Λ)| ≥ λ

)3k−1

Pβ

(
|Ku ∩ Λ| ≥ λ

)
(2.9)

hold for every β ≥ 0, λ ≥ 1, k ≥ 0, and u ∈ V .

(This theorem does not require λ to be an integer.)

Proof of Theorem 2.2 given Theorem 2.3. The inequalities (2.5) and (2.7) are trivial when α ≤ 9,

while for α ≥ 9 they follow immediately from (2.8) and (2.9) by taking λ = Mβ(Λ) and k =

blog3 αc ≥ 1 and using that 3blog3 αc−1 ≥ α/9. We now turn to (2.6). Write M = Mβ(Λ). The

inequality is trivial if εM < 1 or 9ε ≥ 1, so we may assume that M ≥ 1/ε ≥ 9. The definitions

ensure that Pβ(|Kmax(Λ)| ≥ M − 1) ≥ e−1. Let k = blog3(1/ε)c − 1, so that 3−k(M − 1) ≥
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3ε(M − 1) ≥ εM . The inequality (2.8) implies that

Pβ

(
|Kmax(Λ)| ≥M − 1

)
≤ Pβ

(
|Kmax(Λ)| ≥ 3−k(M − 1)

)3k−1

≤ Pβ

(
|Kmax(Λ)| ≥ εM

)1/(27ε)
,

which can be rearranged to yield that

Pβ

(
|Kmax(Λ)| < εM

)
≤ 1−Pβ

(
|Kmax(Λ)| ≥M − 1

)27ε
≤ 1− e−27ε ≤ 27ε

as claimed, where we used that 1− e−x ≤ x in the third inequality.

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2.3. We will deduce the theorem as a consequence of

the BK inequality together with the following combinatorial lemma.

Lemma 2.4. Let G = (V,E) be a connected, locally finite graph, let k ≥ 1, and let A be a finite

subset of V such that |A| ≥ 3k. Then there exists m ≥ 3k−1 + 1 and a collection {Ei : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}
of disjoint, non-empty subsets of E such that the following hold:

1. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the subgraph of G spanned by Ei is connected.

2. Every vertex in V is incident to some edge in
⋃m
i=1Ei.

3. The set Vi of vertices incident to an edge of Ei satisfies

3−k ≤ |A ∩ Vi|
|A|

< 3−k+1

for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

When G is finite, the proof of this lemma can be used to derive an explicit divide-and-conquer

algorithm for finding such a collection of sets E1, . . . , Em after taking a spanning tree of G.

Proof of Lemma 2.4. We may without loss of generality assume that G = T is a tree, taking a

spanning tree of G otherwise. In this case we will prove the stronger claim that the sets {Ei : 1 ≤
i ≤ m} can be taken to be a partition of E. (Here, a partition of E is a set of disjoint subsets of

E whose union is E.) We say that a partition π of E is good if each piece of π spans a connected

subgraph of T .

We first prove that if T = (V,E) is a locally finite tree and A ⊆ V has 3 ≤ |A| <∞ then there

exists a good partition of E into two non-empty sets E1 and E2 such that if V (Ei) denotes the set

of vertices incident to at least one edge of Ei then

1

3
|A| ≤ |A ∩ V (Ei)| ≤

⌈
2

3
|A|
⌉

for each i = 1, 2. Let ρ be a vertex of T . We root T at ρ, and call a vertex v a descendant of

an edge e if the unique shortest path from ρ to v contains e. We will iteratively define a sequence

(vn,Wn)Nn=0, where 1 ≤ N ≤ ∞, vn ∈ V , and Wn ⊆ E for each 0 ≤ n ≤ N . Start by setting v0 = ρ

and W0 = ∅. At each intermediate stage 0 < n < N of the sequence, Wn and W c
n will both be

non-empty and span connected subgraphs of T , while vn will be incident to edges of both Wn and
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Figure 3: A sequence of good partitions of a tree as constructed in the proof of Lemma 2.4. Red
vertices represent elements of the distinguished set A. At each stage, edges belonging to Wn are
thick, blue, and contained in the blue shaded region, while edges belonging to the complement
W c
n are thin and black. The vertex vn, which lies at the boundary of Wn and W c

n, is represented
with a green outer ring. In this example, Wn is first incident to more than 1/3 of the vertices of
A when n = 2, in which case Wn and W c

n are both incident to exactly 3 vertices of A.

W c
n. Given (vn,Wn) for some n ≥ 0, we let Vn be the set of vertices of T that are either equal to

ρ or incident to some edge of Wn, and define (vn+1,Wn+1) using the following procedure, which is

illustrated in Figure 3.

1. If vn has exactly one edge e ∈ W c
n adjacent to it, we set Wn+1 = Wn ∪ {e} and set vn+1 to

be the other endpoint of this edge. If Wn+1 = E then we set N = n + 1 and terminate the

sequence.

2. Otherwise, vn+1 has at least two edges of W c
n adjacent to it. Enumerate these edges e1, . . . , e`,

and let Di be the set of descendants of ei for each 1 ≤ i ≤ `. Since
∑`

i=1 |Di ∩A| = |V c
n ∩A|,

there must exist 1 ≤ i ≤ ` such that |Di ∩A| ≤ |V c
n ∩A|/2. Choose one such i, set Wn+1 to

be the union of Wn with the set of edges incident to Di (i.e., having at least one endpoint in

Di), and set vn+1 = vn.

We may verify by induction that Wn and W c
n are indeed both non-empty and span connected

subgraphs of T for every 0 < n < N as claimed, so that {Wn,W
c
n} is a good partition of E for

every 0 < n < N . Moreover, the assumption that T is locally finite implies that
⋃N
n=0Wn = E and

hence that
⋃N
n=0 Vn = V . Since A is finite and

⋃N
n=0 Vn = V , there exists a finite time N ′ ≤ N such

that Vn contains A for every N ′ ≤ n ≤ N . Observe that the set {0 ≤ n ≤ N ′ : |Vn ∩ A| > |A|/3}
contains N ′ but does not contain 0 since |A| ≥ 3. Letting m ≥ 1 be the minimal element of this

set, we have that

1

3
|A| < |Vm ∩A| ≤ |Vm−1 ∩A|+ max

{
1,

1

2
|V c
m−1 ∩A|

}
= max

{
|Vm−1 ∩A|+ 1,

1

2

(
|A|+ |Vm−1 ∩A|

)}
≤ 2

3
|A|,

where we used that |A| ≥ 3 in the final inequality. It follows in particular that 0 < m < N .

Moreover, if V ′m denotes the set of vertices incident to an edge of W c
m then Vm ∪ V ′m = V and

|Vm ∩ V ′m| ≤ 1, so that

1

3
|A| ≤ |A| − |Vm ∩A| ≤ |V ′m ∩A| ≤ |A| − |Vm ∩A|+ 1 ≤

⌈
2

3
|A|
⌉
,

where the final inequality follows since |Vm ∩A| > 1
3 |A| is an integer. It follows that {Wm,W

c
m} is

a good partition of E with the desired properties.
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We now apply the claim proven in the previous paragraph to complete the proof of the lemma.

Let T = (V,E) be a locally finite tree, let k ≥ 1, and let A ⊆ V satisfy 3k ≤ |A| < ∞. For each

subset K of E, write V (K) for the set of vertices incident to an edge of K. Construct a sequence

π0, π1, . . . of good partitions of E recursively as follows. Set π0 = {E} to be the trivial partition.

For each i ≥ 0, define πi+1 by retaining those pieces W of πi satisfying |V (W )∩A| < 3k−1|A| and

splitting each piece W of πi with |V (W ) ∩ A| ≥ 3−k+1|A| into two pieces W1 and W2 that each

span connected subgraphs of T and satisfy

1

3
|V (W ) ∩A| ≤ |V (W1) ∩A|, |V (W2) ∩A| ≤

⌈
2

3
|V (W ) ∩A|

⌉
.

This can be done by applying the claim proven in the previous paragraph to the subgraph of T

spanned by the piece W . We have by induction on i that

min{V (W ) ∩A : W ∈ πi} ≥ 3−k|A|

for every i ≥ 0. Moreover, noting that d2x/3e < 9x/10 for every integer x ≥ 3, we also have by

induction on i that

max{V (W ) ∩A : W ∈ πi} < max

{
3−k+1|A|,

(
9

10

)i
|A|

}

for every i ≥ 0. It follows that there exists i0 <∞ such that every piece W of the good partition

πi0 satisfies 3−k|A| ≤ |V (W ) ∩ A| < 3−k+1|A| as required. Letting m = |πi0 | we have that

3−k+1|A|m >
∑

W∈πi0
|V (W ) ∩A| ≥ |A| and hence that m ≥ 3k−1 + 1 as desired.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let G = (V,E, J) be a finite weighted graph. Recall that if A1, . . . , Ak are

(not necessarily distinct), increasing subsets of {0, 1}E , the disjoint occurrence A1 ◦ · · · ◦ Ak is

the set of ω ∈ {0, 1}E such that there exist disjoint sets W1, . . . ,Wk ⊆ {e : ω(e) = 1} such that

(ω′(e) = 1 for every e ∈Wi)⇒ (ω′ ∈ Ai) for every ω′ ∈ {0, 1}E and 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

(Here, a subset of {0, 1}E is said to be increasing if ω ∈ A⇒ ω′ ∈ A for every ω, ω′ ∈ {0, 1}E such

that ω′(e) ≥ ω(e) for every e ∈ E.) The sets W1, . . . ,Wk are known as disjoint witnesses for

the events A1, . . . , Ak. The van den Berg and Kesten inequality [73], a.k.a. the BK inequality,

states that if G = (V,E, J) is a finite weighted graph and A1, . . . , Ak ⊆ {0, 1}E are increasing

events then

Pβ(A1 ◦ · · · ◦Ak) ≤
k∏
i=1

Pβ(Ai)

for every β ≥ 0. See [33, Chapter 2.3] for further background.

Let G = (V,E, J) be a finite weighted graph and let Λ ⊆ V . Suppose that the event

{|Kmax(Λ)| ≥ 3kλ} holds for some λ ≥ 1 and k ≥ 1, and let v ∈ V be such that |Kv ∩ Λ| ≥ 3kλ.

Applying Lemma 2.4 to Kv yields that there exists m ≥ 3k−1 +1 and m disjoint sets of open edges

E1, . . . , Em, each spanning a connected subgraph of Kv, such that the set Vi of vertices incident

to an edge of Ei satisfies |Vi ∩ Λ| ≥ λ for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m. It follows that the sets E1, . . . , Em are
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all witnesses for the event {|Kmax(Λ)| ≥ λ}, and since these sets are all disjoint we deduce that

{|Kmax(Λ)| ≥ 3kλ} ⊆ {|Kmax(Λ)| ≥ λ} ◦ · · · ◦ {|Kmax(Λ)| ≥ λ}︸ ︷︷ ︸
3k−1 + 1 copies

(2.10)

for every λ ≥ 1 and k ≥ 1. Taking probabilities on both sides and applying the BK inequality

yields the claimed inequality (2.8) in the case that G is finite. Now suppose that the event

{|Ku∩Λ| ≥ 3kλ} holds for some λ ≥ 1, k ≥ 1, and u ∈ V . Similarly to above, applying Lemma 2.4

to Ku yields that there exists m ≥ 3k−1 + 1 and m disjoint sets of open edges E1, . . . , Em, each

spanning a connected subgraph of Ku, such that the set Vi of vertices incident to an edge of Ei
satisfies |Vi ∩ Λ| ≥ λ for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m and such that

⋃m
i=1 Vi is equal to the vertex set of Ku.

In particular, u ∈ Vi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Thus, at least one of the sets E1, . . . , Em is a witness for

the event {|Ku∩Λ| ≥ λ}, while the remaining sets are all witnesses for the event {|Kmax(Λ)| ≥ λ}.
Since the sets E1, . . . , Em are all disjoint, we deduce that

{|Ku ∩ Λ| ≥ 3kλ} ⊆ {|Ku ∩ Λ| ≥ λ} ◦ {|Kmax(Λ)| ≥ λ} ◦ · · · ◦ {|Kmax(Λ)| ≥ λ}︸ ︷︷ ︸
3k−1 copies

(2.11)

for every λ ≥ 1, k ≥ 1, and u ∈ V . As before, taking probabilities on both sides and applying

the BK inequality yields the claimed inequality (2.9) in the case that G is finite. The infinite

cases of (2.8) and (2.9) follow straightforwardly from the finite cases by passing to the limit in an

exhaustion over finite subgraphs.

2.2 Proof of the hyperscaling inequality

We now apply Theorem 2.2 to prove Theorem 2.1. In fact we will prove the following stronger

theorem which also gives control of the maximal cluster size in Λ and allows 0 ≤ θ < 1.

Theorem 2.5. There exists a universal continuous function C : [0, 1) → (0,∞) such that the

following holds. Let G = (V,E, J) be a countable weighted graph, let β ≥ 0, let Λ ⊆ V be finite,

and suppose that there exist A <∞ and 0 ≤ θ < 1 such that Pβ(|Ku ∩ Λ| ≥ n) ≤ An−θ for every

u ∈ V and n ≥ 1. Then

Mβ(Λ) ≤ C(θ)A1/(1+θ)|Λ|1/(1+θ) and
1

|Λ|
∑
v∈Λ

Pβ(u↔ v) ≤ C(θ)A2/(1+θ)|Λ|−2θ/(1+θ)

for every u ∈ V .

We begin by writing down the following immediate corollary of Theorem 2.2.

Corollary 2.6. Let G = (V,E, J) be a weighted graph and let β ≥ 0. Let u ∈ V and Λ ⊆ V be

finite, and suppose that there exist constants A <∞ and 0 ≤ θ < 1 such that Pβ(|Ku ∩Λ| ≥ n) ≤
An−θ for every n ≥ 1. Then

Pβ(|Ku ∩ Λ| ≥ n) ≤ eA
(

18

n

)θ
exp

[
− n

18Mβ(Λ)

]
for every n ≥ 1.
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Proof of Corollary 2.6. Write M = Mβ(Λ). The claim is trivial when n ≤ 18M . If not, we have

by Theorem 2.2 that

P(|Ku ∩ Λ| ≥ n) ≤ eAM−θ exp

[
− n

9M

]
≤ eAn−θ exp

[
− n

18M

](
nθ

M θ
exp

[
− n

18M

])
.

Using that xθe−x/C is decreasing on [C,∞) yields the claimed inequality.

Proof of Theorem 2.5. For each u ∈ V we can apply Corollary 2.6 to compute that

∑
v∈Λ

Pβ(u↔ v) = Eβ|Ku ∩ Λ| =
∑
n≥1

Pβ(|Ku ∩ Λ| ≥ n) ≤ eA
∞∑
n=1

(
18

n

)θ
exp

[
− n

18M

]

≤ eA
∫ ∞

0

(
18

t

)θ
exp

[
− t

18M

]
dt = 18eΓ(1− θ)AM1−θ (2.12)

where Γ(α) =
∫∞

0 tα−1e−t dt is the Gamma function and where we used the change of variables

s = t/(18M) in the final equality. Summing over u ∈ Λ, it follows that∑
u,v∈Λ

Pβ(u↔ v) =
∑
u∈Λ

Eβ|Ku ∩ Λ| ≤ 18eΓ(1− θ)AM1−θ|Λ|. (2.13)

On the other hand, we also have the lower bound

∑
u,v∈Λ

Pβ(u↔ v) = E

 ∑
u,v∈Λ

1(u↔ v)

 ≥ Eβ

[
|Kmax(Λ)|2

]
≥ (M − 1)2Pβ

(
|Kmax(Λ)| ≥M − 1

)
≥ 1

e
(M − 1)2 ≥ 1

4e
M2, (2.14)

where we used that M ≥ 2 in the final inequality. Comparing the estimates (2.13) and (2.14) and

rearranging yields that

M1+θ ≤ 72e2Γ(1− θ)A|Λ|, (2.15)

completing the proof of the first claimed bound. Substituting this bound into (2.12) yields that

there exists a universal continuous function C : [0, 1)→ (0,∞) such that

1

|Λ|
∑
v∈Λ

Pβ(u↔ v) ≤ 1

|Λ|
18eΓ(1− θ)A

(
72e2Γ(1− θ)A|Λ|

)(1−θ)/(1+θ)
= C(θ)A2/(1+θ)|Λ|−2θ/(1+θ)

for each u ∈ V , completing the proof of the second bound.

Remark 2.7. Although the distribution of the entire cluster of critical percolation on a transitive

weighted graph always satisfies Pβc(|Kv| ≥ n) ≥ cn−1/2, the 1/2 < θ < 1 case of Theorem 2.5 may

nevertheless be useful when taking e.g. Λ ⊆ Zd−k ⊆ Zd to be contained in a lower-dimensional

subspace of the full lattice. In particular, it would be interesting if one could improve the high-

dimensional case of Theorem 1.1 by first proving an upper bound of the form Pβc(|K0 ∩ Zd−2| ≥
n) ≤ n−1/δ2 for some δ2 < 2 and then using Theorem 2.5 to get an improved bound on the
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two-point function within Zd−2. It seems that only a relatively modest improvement along these

lines is needed to give a lace expansion-free proof that the triangle condition is satisfied when d

is large and α is fixed. Note also that bounds on the maximum cluster size similar to those of

Theorem 2.5 may be proven in the regime θ ≥ 1 by following the proof as above but considering∑
u∈Λ Eβ|Kv ∩ Λ|k instead of

∑
u∈Λ Eβ|Kv ∩ Λ| for appropriate choice of k ≥ 2.

3 An improved two-ghost inequality

In this section we derive an improved version of the two-ghost inequality of [44, Theorem 1.6

and Corollary 1.7] as stated for long-range models in [45, Section 3]. This improved two-ghost

inequality will be applied together with Theorem 2.1 to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in the next

section. The proof of the two-ghost inequality uses ideas originating in the important work of

Aizenman, Kesten, and Newman [3]; see [44] and [20] for further discussion of how the methods

of [3] can be used to derive quantitative estimates on critical percolation. Our improvement to the

two-ghost inequality as stated in [45, Corollary 3.2] is two-fold:

• We show that a starting assumption of the form Pβ(|K| ≥ n) ≤ An−θ (as will come from

our bootstrapping hypothesis) can be used to improve the exponent given by the two-ghost

inequality. The fact that this can be done had previously been discussed briefly [44, Remark

6.1] and [45, Remark 3.6].

• We use a re-weighting trick to improve the bound one obtains on the probability of the

two-arm event for a typical ‘long’ edge. The basic idea behind this improvement is that the

two-ghost inequality of [45] holds not just for the weights J that are given with the graph G,

but also for any other automorphism-invariant choice of weights. Optimizing the resulting

bound over all possible automorphism-invariant weights leads to the bound of Theorem 3.1.

For the benefit of future applications, we phrase the results in this section not just for Bernoulli

percolation but for the more general class of percolation in random environment models. The same

level of generality was employed in [45, Section 3], where we applied the two-ghost inequality to

the random-cluster and Ising models. (See in particular [45, Section 3.3] for a representation of

the random-cluster model as a percolation in random environment model first arising in [15].)

Let G = (V,E, J) be a countable weighted graph. Suppose that µ is a probability measure on

[0, 1]E , and let p = (pe)e∈E be a [0, 1]E-valued random variable with law µ. Let (Ue)e∈E be i.i.d.

Uniform[0, 1] random variables independent of p and let ω = ω(p, U) be the {0, 1}E-valued random

variable defined by ω(e) = 1(Ue ≤ pe) for each e ∈ E. We say that ω is a percolation in random

environment on G with environment distribution µ and write Pµ for the joint law of p and ω.

We can consider Bernoulli percolation on G to be a percolation in random environment model for

which the environment measure µ is concentrated on the point (pe)e∈E = (1− e−βJe)e∈E .

For each e ∈ E and n ≥ 1, let S ′
e,n be the event that the endpoints of e belong to distinct

clusters each of which include at least n vertices and at least one of which is finite1. (We use

S ′
e,n rather than Se,n to indicate that we are measuring volume in terms of vertices rather than

edges.) Recall that we write E→v for the set of oriented edges emanating from v for each vertex

1Note while similar notation appeared in Section 1.2, we are now using slightly different notation in which we
index by edges rather than vertices. This is more natural in the more general context we are working in here.
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v of G; we do not distinguish notationally between oriented and unoriented edges, and will often

abuse notation to apply functions defined on unoriented edges to oriented edges by forgetting the

orientation.

Theorem 3.1 (Improved two-ghost inequality). Let G = (V,E, J) be a connected transitive

weighted graph, let o be a vertex of G, and let Γ ⊆ Aut(G) be a closed, transitive, unimodular

subgroup of automorphisms of G. Let µ be a Γ-invariant probability measure on [0, 1]E and sup-

pose that there exist constants A <∞ and 0 ≤ θ < 1/2 such that Pµ(|Ko| ≥ n) ≤ An−θ for every

n ≥ 1. Then

∑
e∈E→o

Eµ

[
1(S ′

e,n)

√
pe

1− pe

]2

≤ 40000 ·A2

(1− 2θ)2n1+2θ
for every n ≥ 1. (3.1)

Here, the closed, transitive subgroup Γ ⊆ Aut(G) is said to be unimodular if it satisfies the

mass-transport principle, i.e., if ∑
v∈V

F (o, v) =
∑
v∈V

F (v, o) (3.2)

for every o ∈ V and every function F : V 2 → [0,∞] that is diagonally invariant under Γ in the sense

that F (γu, γv) = F (u, v) for every u, v ∈ V and γ ∈ Γ. Equivalently, Γ is unimodular if its left and

right Haar measures coincide. This holds in particular whenever Γ is countable, in which case it has

counting measure as both a left and right Haar measure. Most transitive weighted graphs arising

in examples have unimodular automorphism groups, including all amenable transitive weighted

graphs and all weighted graphs defined in terms of a countable group as described after the

statement of Theorem 1.2. See e.g. [45, Section 2] and [56, Chapter 8] for further background and

for proofs of these statements. For the main purposes of this paper, it suffices to consider the case

that G has vertex set Zd and that Γ = Zd acts transitively on G by translations as in Theorem 1.1.

Let G = (V,E, J) be a connected, transitive weighted graph, let o be a vertex of G, and let Γ

be a closed transitive subgroup of Aut(G). We call w : E → [0, 1] a (Γ-)good weight function

if w(γe) = w(e) for every e ∈ E and γ ∈ Γ,
∑

E→o
w(e) = 1, and

∑
E→o

√
w(e) < ∞. (The last

condition holds trivially if w(e) = 0 for all but finitely many e ∈ E→o , and it would in fact suffice

to consider this case for the rest of the proof.) Let µ be a Γ-invariant probability measure on

[0, 1]E , let p be a random variable with law µ and let ω be the associated percolation in random

environment process as above. Let h > 0. Given the environment p and a good weight function

w, let G ∈ {0, 1}E be a random subset of E, independent of p and ω, where each edge e ∈ E is

included in G independently at random with probability 1 − e−hw(e) of being included. We write

Pµ,w,h and Eµ,w,h for probabilities and expectations taken with respect to the joint law of p, ω,

and G. We call G the w-ghost field and call an edge w-green if it is included in G. Note that

Pµ,w,h(A ∩ G = ∅ | p) = exp
[
−h · w(A)

]
for every finite set A ⊆ E, where we write w(A) =

∑
e∈A w(e) for the total weight of A.

For each edge e of G, we define Te to be the event that e is closed in ω and that the endpoints

of e are in distinct clusters of ω, each of which touches some w-green edge, and at least one of
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which is finite. We will deduce Theorem 3.1 from the following proposition.

Proposition 3.2. Let G = (V,E, J) be a connected transitive weighted graph, let o be a vertex of

G, and let Γ ⊆ Aut(G) be a closed transitive unimodular subgroup of automorphisms of G. Let

µ be a Γ-invariant probability measure on [0, 1]E and suppose that there exist constants A < ∞
and 0 ≤ θ < 1/2 such that Pµ(|Ko| ≥ n) ≤ An−θ for every n ≥ 1. Then for each Γ-good weight

function w : E → [0, 1] we have that

∑
e∈E→o

√
w(e)Eµ,w,h

[
1(Te)

√
pe

1− pe

]
≤ 40A

1− 2θ
h(1+2θ)/2 for every h > 0. (3.3)

(The condition
∑

e∈E→o

√
w(e) < ∞ is not really needed for this proposition to hold, but will

slightly simplify the proof.) Before proving this theorem, let us see how it implies Theorem 3.1.

Proof of Theorem 3.1 given Proposition 3.2. Let w : E → [0, 1] be a Γ-good weight function. Let

e be an edge of G with endpoints x and y and let De be the event that x and y are in distinct

clusters at least one of which is finite. Then we have by the definitions that

Pµ,w,h(Te | p) ≥ (1− e−
1
2
hn)2Pµ,w,h

(
De ∩

{
w(E(Kx)),w(E(Ky)) ≥ 1

2n
}
| p
)

≥ (1− e−
1
2
hn)2Pµ,w,h

(
S ′
e,n | p

)
for each h > 0 and n ≥ 1, where we used that |A| ≤ 2w(E(A)) for every A ⊆ V in the final

inequality. Setting h = cn−1 with c ≥ 1 and applying Proposition 3.2, it follows that

∑
e∈E→o

√
w(e)Eµ

[
1(S ′

e,n)

√
pe

1− pe

]
≤ (1− e−

1
2
hn)−2

∑
e∈E→o

√
w(e)Eµ,w,h

[
1(Te)

√
pe

1− pe

]

≤ c

(1− e−c/2)2
· 40A

1− 2θ
n−(1+2θ)/2

for every n ≥ 1 and c ≥ 1. Using that infc≥1 40c(1− e−c/2)−2 = 196.433 . . . ≤ 200 gives that

∑
e∈E→o

√
w(e)Eµ

[
1(S ′

e,n)

√
pe

1− pe

]
≤ 200A

1− 2θ
n−(1+2θ)/2 (3.4)

for every n ≥ 1 and every Γ-good weight function w : E → [0, 1].

We now optimize over the choice of good weight function w in order to prove the claimed

inequality (3.1). Fix n ≥ 1. This inequality is trivial if Eµ[1(S ′
e,n)
√

pe/(1− pe)] = 0 for every

e ∈ E→o , so we may assume that there exists e0 ∈ E→o for which this quantity is positive. Let

(Am)m≥0 be an exhaustion of E by finite sets containing e0, so that the orbit ΓAm = {γe : γ ∈
Γ, e ∈ Am} has finite intersection with E→o for each m ≥ 1. For each m ≥ 1 we may therefore

define a good weight function wn,m : E → [0, 1] by taking

wn,m(e) =
w̃n,m(e)1(e ∈ ΓAm)∑

e′∈E→o w̃n,m(e′)1(e′ ∈ ΓAm)
where w̃n,m(e) = min

m,Eµ

[
1(S ′

e,n)

√
pe

1− pe

]
2
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for every e ∈ E. Applying (3.4) with this choice of good weight function and rearranging yields

that

∑
e∈E→o ∩ΓAm

min

m,Eµ

[
1(S ′

e,n)

√
pe

1− pe

]
2

≤ 40000A2

(1− 2θ)2n1+2θ

for every m ≥ 1. The claim follows by taking the limit as m→∞.

We now begin to work towards the proof of Proposition 3.2. Although the proof is similar to

that of [45, Theorem 3.1], we will present most the details in order to keep the paper self-contained.

Let G = (V,E, J) be a connected transitive weighted graph, let Γ be a closed transitive subgroup

of automorphisms of G, and let w : E → [0, 1] be a Γ-good weight function. For each environment

p ∈ (0, 1)E and subgraph H of G, we define the w-fluctuation of H to be

hp,w(H) :=
∑

e∈E(H)

√
w(e)

[√
pe

1− pe
1 (e ∈ ∂H)−

√
1− pe

pe
1
(
e ∈ Eo(H)

)]

=
∑

e∈E(H)

√
w(e)pe
1− pe

· pe − 1(e ∈ Eo(H))

pe

where E(H) denotes the set of edges that touch H, i.e., have at least one endpoint in the vertex

set of H, ∂H denotes the set of edges of G that touch the vertex set of H but are not included in

H, and E◦(H) denotes the set of edges of G that are included in H, so that E(H) = ∂H ∪Eo(H).

As in [45], the fluctuation is defined so that hp,w(Kv) is the total quadratic variation of a certain

martingale that arises when exploring the cluster Kv one edge at a time after conditioning on the

environment p. The following key lemma uses the mass-transport principle to relate the probability

of the two-arm event to an expectation written in terms of the fluctuation. (This lemma is the

only place that unimodularity is used in the proofs of any of our theorems.)

Lemma 3.3. Let G = (V,E, J) be a connected transitive weighted graph and let Γ ⊆ Aut(G)

be a closed transitive unimodular subgroup of automorphisms. Let µ be a Γ-invariant probability

measure on (0, 1)E and let w : E → [0, 1] be a Γ-good weight function. Then the inequality

∑
e∈E→o

√
w(e)Eµ,w,h

[
1(Te)

√
pe

1− pe

]
≤ 2Eµ,w,h

[
|hp,w(Ko)|
w(E(Ko))

1
(
|Ko| <∞ and E(Ko) ∩ G 6= ∅

)]

holds for every h > 0.

Be careful to note here that w(E(Ko)) and hp,w(Ko) are defined in terms of unoriented edges.

In particular, an edge contributes the same amount to both quantities whether it has one or two

endpoints in Ko.

Lemma 3.3 follows by a very similar proof to that of [45, Lemma 3.3] but where we have allowed

ourself to use the weights w instead of the original weights J . Before giving the proof of this lemma,

let us state a variant form of the mass-transport principle involving oriented edges and good weight

functions that will be useful. Let G = (V,E) be a connected weighted graph, let Γ ⊆ Aut(G) be
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a unimodular closed transitive subgroup, and let w : E → [0, 1] be a Γ-good weight function. If

F : E→×E→ → [0,∞] is Γ-diagonally invariant in the sense that F (γe1, γe2) = F (e1, e2) for each

two oriented edges e1, e2 ∈ E→ and γ ∈ Γ, then we have that∑
e1∈E→o

∑
e2∈E→

w(e1)w(e2)F (e1, e2) =
∑

e1∈E→o

∑
e2∈E→

w(e1)w(e2)F (e2, e1). (3.5)

Indeed, this follows by applying the usual mass-transport principle to the function F ′(u, v) =∑
e1∈E→u

∑
e2∈E→v w(e1)w(e2)F (e1, e2). The equality (3.5) also holds for signed diagonally-invariant

functions F : E→ × E→ → R that satisfy the absolute integrability condition∑
e1∈E→o

∑
e2∈E→

w(e1)w(e2)|F (e1, e2)| <∞. (3.6)

This follows by applying (3.5) separately to the positive and negative parts of F , which are defined

by F+(e1, e2) = 0 ∨ F (e1, e2) and F−(e1, e2) = 0 ∨ (−F (e1, e2)).

Proof of Lemma 3.3. Define Fe to be the event that every cluster touching e is finite and let Ge
be the event that there exists a finite cluster touching e and G. Then Te ∩Fe is the event that

the endpoints of e are in distinct finite clusters each of which touches the ghost field G, and for

each edge e of G we have that

1(Te ∩Fe) = 1(ω(e) = 0) ·#{finite clusters touching e and G} − 1
(
{ω(e) = 0} ∩ Ge).

Taking expectations conditional on the environment p, it follows that

Pµ,w,h(Te ∩Fe | p ) = Eµ,w,h

[
1(ω(e) = 0) ·#{finite clusters touching e and G} | p

]
−Pµ,w,h

(
{ω(e) = 0} ∩ Ge | p

)
. (3.7)

Next, we observe that the event Fe ∩ Ge is conditionally independent of the value of ω(e) given p

and hence that

Pµ,w,h

(
{ω(e) = 0} ∩Fe ∩ Ge | p

)
=

1− pe
pe

Pµ,w,h

(
{ω(e) = 1} ∩Fe ∩ Ge | p

)
.

=
1− pe

pe
Pµ,w,h

(
{ω(e) = 1} ∩ Ge | p

)
. (3.8)

Substituting (3.8) into (3.7) yields that

Pµ,w,h(Te ∩Fe | p ) = Eµ,w,h

[
1(ω(e) = 0) ·#{finite clusters touching e and G} | p

]
− 1− pe

pe
Pµ,w,h({ω(e) = 1} ∩ Ge | p )−Pµ,w,h

(
{ω(e) = 0} ∩ Ge \Fe | p

)
. (3.9)

Since the events {ω(e) = 0} ∩ Ge \Fe and Te ∩Fe are disjoint and Te coincides with (Te ∩Fe)∪
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({ω(e) = 0} ∩ Ge \Fe) up to a null set, the equation (3.9) implies that

Pµ,w,h(Te | p ) = Eµ,w,h

[
1(ω(e) = 0) ·#{finite clusters touching e and G} | p

]
− 1− pe

pe
Pµ,w,h({ω(e) = 1} ∩ Ge | p ).

We can rewrite this equality more succinctly as

Pµ,w,h(Te | p ) = Eµ,w,h

[
pe − ω(e)

pe
·#{finite clusters touching e and G}

∣∣∣ p

]
. (3.10)

Note that this equality is essentially identical to [45, Eq. 3.7], although of course the ghost field

is defined with respect to a different choice of weights there. Consider the Γ-diagonally-invariant

function F : E→ × E→ → R defined by

F (e1, e2) =

Eµ,w,h

∑{
1

2w(E(K))

[
pe1 − ω(e1)

pe1

]√
pe1

(1− pe1)w(e1)
:
K is a finite cluster

of ω touching e1, e2, and G

}
,

where we write
∑
{x(i) : i ∈ I} =

∑
i∈I x(i) and where we include the factor of 1/2 to account for

the fact that each edge in E(K) can be oriented in two directions. (We say that an oriented edge

touches K if at least one of its endpoints belongs to K.) The multiset of numbers being summed

over has cardinality either 0, 1, or 2, and we can therefore compute that

∑
e1∈E→o

∑
e2∈E→

w(e1)w(e2)|F (e1, e2)| ≤ 2
∑

e1∈E→o

w(e1)Eµ,w,h

[
|pe1 − ω(e1)|

pe1

√
pe1

(1− pe1)w(e1)

]

= 4
∑

e1∈E→o

√
w(e1)Eµ,w,h

[√
pe1(1− pe1)

]
≤ 4

∑
e1∈E→o

√
w(e1),

which is finite since w is good. This gives us the integrability required to apply the mass-transport

principle (3.5) to the right hand side of (3.10) and deduce that

∑
e1∈E→o

√
w(e1)Eµ,w,h

[
1(Te1)

√
pe1

(1− pe1)

]

=
∑

e1∈E→o

w(e1)Eµ,w,h

[
pe1 − ω(e1)

pe1

√
pe1

(1− pe1)w(e1)
·#{finite clusters touching e and G}

]
=

∑
e1∈E→o

∑
e2∈E→

w(e1)w(e2)F (e1, e2) =
∑

e1∈E→o

∑
e2∈E→

w(e1)w(e2)F (e2, e1)

=
∑

e1∈E→o

w(e1)Eµ,w,h

∑{
hp,w(K)

w(E(K))
:
K is a finite cluster

of ω touching e1 and G

}
. (3.11)

Letting Ov be the event that the cluster Kv is finite and touches G for each vertex v of G, we
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deduce that

∑
e1∈E→o

√
w(e1)Eµ,w,h

[
1(Te1)

√
pe1

(1− pe1)

]

≤
∑

e1∈E→o

w(e1)Eµ,w,h

∑{
|hp,w(K)|
w(E(K))

:
K is a finite cluster

of ω touching e1 and G

}

≤
∑

e1∈E→o

w(e1)Eµ,w,h

[
|hp,w(Ko)|
w(E(Ko))

1
(
Oo

)
+
|hp,w(Ke+)|
w(E(Ke+))

1
(
Oe+

)]
= 2Eµ,w,h

[
|hp,w(Ko)|
w(E(Ko))

1
(
Oo

)]

as claimed, where the final equality follows by transitivity since
∑

e1∈E→o w(e1) = 1.

We now bound the right hand side of the inequality of Lemma 3.3 via a martingale analysis,

where we use the assumption Pµ(|Ko| ≥ n) ≤ An−a to improve upon the analysis of [45, Section

3.1]. Let X = (Xn)n≥0 be a real-valued martingale with respect to the filtration F = (Fn)n≥0,

and suppose that X0 = 0. The quadratic variation process Q = (Qn)n≥0 associated to (X,F)

is defined by Q0 = 0 and

Qn =

n∑
i=1

E
[
|Xi −Xi−1|2 | Fi−1

]
for each n ≥ 1. The following is a minor improvement of [45, Lemma 3.4].

Lemma 3.4. Let (Xn)n≥0 be a martingale with respect to the filtration (Fn)n≥0 such that X0 = 0,

let (Qn)n≥0 be the associated quadratic variation process, and let T be a stopping time. Then

E
[
sup
{
X2
n : 0 ≤ n ≤ T, QT ≤ λ

}]
≤ 4E [QT ∧ λ] for every λ ≥ 0.

Proof. Fix λ ≥ 0 and let τ = sup{k ≥ 0 : Qk ≤ λ} = inf{k ≥ 0 : Qk > λ} − 1, which may

be infinite. Since Qn is Fn−1-measurable for every n ≥ 0, τ is a stopping time and Xn∧τ∧T is a

martingale. Thus, we have by the orthogonality of martingale increments that

E
[
X2
n∧τ∧T

]
=

n∑
i=1

E
[
(Xi∧τ∧T −X(i−1)∧τ∧T )2

]
=

n∑
i=1

E
[
E
[
(Xi∧τ∧T −X(i−1)∧τ∧T )2 | Fi−1

]]

= E

n∧T∑
i=1

E
[
(Xi −Xi−1)2 | Fi−1

]
1(i ≤ τ)

 = E [Qn∧τ∧T ] ≤ E [QT ∧ λ]

for every n ≥ 1. The claim follows by applying Doob’s L2 maximal inequality to (Xn∧τ∧T )n≥0.

We now apply Lemma 3.4 to deduce the following improvement to [45, Lemma 3.5] under the

assumption that the tail of the total quadratic variation satisfies a power-law upper bound.

Lemma 3.5. Let (Xn)n≥0 be a martingale with respect to the filtration (Fn)n≥0 such that X0 = 0,

and let (Qn)n≥0 be the associated quadratic variation process. Let T be a stopping time and suppose
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that there exist constants A and 0 ≤ θ < 1/2 such that P(QT ≥ x) ≤ Ax−θ for every x > 0. Then

E

[
sup0≤n≤T |Xn|

QT
(1− e−hQT )1(0 < QT <∞)

]
≤ 20A

1− 2θ
h(1+2θ)/2 for every h > 0. (3.12)

Proof. Write Mn = max0≤m≤n |Xn| for each n ≥ 0. Since (1− e−hx)/x is a decreasing function of

x > 0, we may write

E
[
MT

QT

(
1− e−hQT

)
1(0 < QT <∞)

]
≤ h

∞∑
k=−∞

1− e−ek

ek
E
[
MT1(ek ≤ hQT ≤ ek+1)

]
.

We can then compute that

E [QT ∧ λ] =

∫ λ

x=0
P(QT ≥ x) dx ≤

∫ λ

x=0
Ax−θ dx =

A

1− θ
λ1−θ

for every λ > 0, so that Lemma 3.4 and Cauchy-Schwarz let us bound

E
[
MT1(ek ≤ hQT ≤ ek+1)

]2
≤ 4E

[
QT ∧ h−1ek+1

]
P
(
QT ≥ h−1ek

)
≤ 4A

1− θ
e(1−θ)(k+1)h−(1−θ) ·Ae−θkhθ =

4A2e1−θ

1− θ
e(1−2θ)kh2θ−1

for each k ∈ Z. Taking square roots and summing over k we obtain that

E
[
MT

QT

(
1− e−hQT

)
1(0 < QT <∞)

]
≤ 2Ae(1−θ)/2
√

1− θ
h(1+2θ)/2

∞∑
k=−∞

1− e−ek

e(1+2θ)k/2
.

This series is easily seen to converge, and indeed satisfies

∞∑
k=−∞

1− e−ek

e(1+2θ)k/2
≤
∞∑
k=0

1

e(1+2θ)k/2
+
∞∑
k=1

e−k

e−(1+2θ)k/2
=

1

1− e−(1+2θ)/2
+

1

e(1−2θ)/2 − 1

≤
√
e+ 1

(
√
e− 1)(1− 2θ)

for every 0 ≤ θ < 1/2, where the final inequality can be verified by calculus. It follows that

E
[
MT

QT

(
1− e−hQT

)
1(0 < QT <∞)

]
≤ 2(

√
e+ 1)A

√
2e

(
√
e− 1)(1− 2θ)

h(1+2θ)/2 ≤ 20A

1− 2θ
h(1+2θ)/2

as claimed, where we used the bound (2(
√
e+ 1)

√
2e)/(

√
e− 1) = 19.040 . . . ≤ 20 to simplify the

constant.

Proof of Proposition 3.2. We prove the proposition in the case that µ is supported on (0, 1)E ,

which is the only case required by our main theorems. The general case follows by a simple

limiting argument that is given in detail in the proof of [45, Theorem 3.1]. Let µ be a Γ-invariant

probability measure on (0, 1)E , let w be a Γ-good weight function, and let (p, ω) be random
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variables with law Pµ. Write K = Ko for the cluster of o in ω. As in the proofs of [44, Theorem

1.6] and [45, Theorem 3.1], we can condition on the environment p and explore the cluster K

one edge at a time in such a way that if T denotes the (possibly infinite) total number of edges

touching K, En denotes the (random, unoriented) edge whose status is queried at the nth step

of the exploration for each n ≥ 0, and Fn denotes the σ-algebra generated by the environment p

and the first n steps of the exploration for each n ≥ 0, then Pµ(En+1 = 1 | Fn) = pEn+1 whenever

n < T and {Ei : 1 ≤ i ≤ T} = E(K). (Briefly, we can define such an exploration process by fixing

an enumeration E = {e1, e2, . . .} and, at each step, taking En+1 to be minimal with respect to

this enumeration among those edges that are incident to the part of the cluster of o that has been

explored but have not already been queried. See the above references for formal definitions.) It

follows that the process (Zn)n≥0 defined by Z0 = 0 and

Zn =
n∧T∑
i=1

√
w(Ei)

√ pEi

1− pEi

1(ω(Ei) = 0)−

√
1− pEi

pEi

1(ω(Ei) = 1)


for each n ≥ 1 is a martingale with respect to the filtration (Fn)n≥0 for which the final value ZT is

equal to the w-fluctuation hp,w(K). Moreover, we can express the associated quadratic variation

process Qn =
∑n

i=1 Eµ[(Zi+1 − Zi)2 | Fi] as

Qn =

n∧T∑
i=1

Eµ

w(Ei)

[
pEi

1− pEi

1(ω(Ei) = 0) +
1− pEi

pEi

1(ω(Ei) = 1)

] ∣∣∣∣∣ Fn−1

 =

n∧T∑
i=1

w(Ei)

for every n ≥ 0, so that QT = w(E(K)) is the total weight of all the edges touching K. Thus, it

follows from Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.5 that if Pµ(|K| ≥ n) ≤ An−θ for every n ≥ 1 then

∑
e∈E→o

√
w(e)Eµ,w,h

[
1(Te)

√
pe

1− pe

]
≤ 2Ep

[
|hp,w(K)|
w(E(K))

(1− e−hw(E(K))
1
(
|K| <∞

)]

= 2Ep

[
|ZT |
QT

(
1− e−hQT

)
1(0 < QT <∞)

]
≤ 40A

1− 2θ
h(1+2θ)/2

as required.

4 Proof of the main theorem

In this section we apply Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.1 to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. The proof

of Theorem 1.1 relies on the following key bootstrapping lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Let d ≥ 1, let J : Zd → (0,∞) be symmetric and integrable, and suppose that there

exists α < d, c > 0, and r0 <∞ such that J(x) ≥ c‖x‖−d−α1 for every x ∈ Zd with ‖x‖1 ≥ r0. Let

θ = (d−α)/(2d+α) < 1/2. Then there exists a constant C ≥ 1 such that the following implication

holds for each 0 ≤ β < βc and 1 ≤ A <∞:(
Pβ(|K| ≥ n) ≤ An−θ for every n ≥ 1

)
⇒
(
Pβ(|K| ≥ n) ≤ CA1/(1+θ)n−θ for every n ≥ 1

)
.
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Proof of Lemma 4.1. By rescaling if necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that∑
e∈E→o Je = 1. Fix 0 ≤ β < βc and suppose that 1 ≤ A < ∞ is such that Pβ(|K| ≥ n) ≤ An−θ

for every n ≥ 1, where θ = (d− α)/(2d+ α) < 1/2. We wish to prove that there exists a constant

C that may depend on d, α, c, and r0 but not on the choice of 1 ≤ A <∞ or 0 ≤ β < βc such that

Pβ(|K| ≥ n) ≤ CA1/(1+θ)n−θ

for every n ≥ 1. If β ≤ 1/2 then a standard path-counting argument implies that Eβ|Ko| ≤ 2, so

that the claim holds trivially in this case by Markov’s inequality provided that we take C ≥ 2. We

may therefore assume that β ≥ 1/2 for the remainder of the proof.

All the constants appearing in the remainder of the proof may depend on d, α, c, and r0 but

not on the choice of 1 ≤ A <∞ or 1/2 ≤ β < βc. For each x ∈ Zd and n ≥ 1, let S ′
x,n be the event

that 0 and x belong to distinct clusters each of which contains at least n vertices; both clusters

are automatically finite since β < βc. Since θ < 1/2, we have by Theorem 3.1 that there exists a

constant C1 such that ∑
x∈Zd

(eβJx − 1)Pβ(S ′
x,n)2 ≤ C1An

−(1+2θ)

for every n ≥ 1. Let Λ′r = Λr \ Λr0−1 for each r ≥ r0. It follows by Cauchy-Schwarz that there

exists a constant C2 such that

∑
x∈Λ′r

Pβ(S ′
x,n) ≤

∑
x∈Λ′r

(eβJx − 1)Pβ(S ′
x,n)2

1/2 ∑
x∈Λ′r

1

eβJx − 1

1/2

≤ C1/2
1 A1/2n−(1+2θ)/2

(
1

cβr−d−α
|Λ′r|

)1/2

≤ C2A
1/2n−(1+2θ)/2rα/2|Λr| (4.1)

for every r ≥ r0, where we used the inequality ex − 1 ≥ x in the first inequality on the second

line. On the other hand, since θ < 1/2, it follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 that there exists

a constant C3 such that

1

|Λ′r|
∑
x∈Λr

Pβ(0↔ x) ≤ C3A
2/(1+θ)|Λ′r|−2θ/(1+θ) ≤ C3A

2/(1+θ)r−2θd/(1+θ) (4.2)

for every r ≥ r0. We now apply these two bounds to obtain a new bound on Pβ(|K0| ≥ n). We

have by a union bound and the Harris-FKG inequality that

Pβ(S ′
x,n) ≥ Pβ(|K0| ≥ n, |Kx| ≥ n)−Pβ(0↔ x) ≥ Pβ(|K0| ≥ n)2 −Pβ(0↔ x).

for each x ∈ Zd and n ≥ 1. Rearranging and averaging over x ∈ Λr, it follows that

Pβ(|K0| ≥ n)2 ≤ 1

|Λ′r|
∑
x∈Λ′r

Pβ(S ′
x,n) +

1

|Λ′r|
∑
x∈Λ′r

Pβ(0↔ x) (4.3)

≤ C2A
1/2rα/2n−(1+2θ)/2 + C3A

2/(1+θ)r−2dθ/(1+θ) (4.4)

for every r ≥ r0 and n ≥ 1. Taking r = r0 ∨
⌈
n(1−2θ)/α

⌉
yields that there exists a constant C4
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such that

Pβ(|K0| ≥ n)2 ≤ C4

(
A1/2n−2θ +A2/(1+θ)n−2dθ(1−2θ)/(α+αθ)

)
(4.5)

for every n ≥ 1. Since θ = (d−α)/(2d+α), the two powers of n appearing in this expression and

equal. Since we also have that A1/2 ≤ A2/(1+θ), it follows by taking square roots on both sides of

(4.5) that Pβ(|K0| ≥ n) ≤
√

2C4A
1/(1+θ)n−θ for every n ≥ 1. This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We follow the same argument used to deduce Proposition 1.4 from the

implication (1.8); we include the details again here for ease of reading. Let θ = (d−α)/(2d+α) <

1/2. For each 0 ≤ β < βc, we have by sharpness of the phase transition [2,29] that |K0| has finite

mean, and in particular that there exists 1 ≤ A < ∞ such that Pβ(|K0| ≥ n) ≤ An−θ for every

n ≥ 1. For each 0 ≤ β < βc we may therefore define

Aβ = min
{

1 ≤ A <∞ : Pβ(|K0| ≥ n) ≤ An−θ for every n ≥ 1
}
<∞.

Observe that the set we are minimizing over is closed, so that Pβ(|K0| ≥ n) ≤ Aβn
−θ for every

n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ β < βc. Lemma 4.1 implies that there exists a constant C = C(d, α, c, r0) such

that Aβ ≤ CA
1/(1+θ)
β for every 0 ≤ β < βc. Since Aβ is finite for every 0 ≤ β < βc we may safely

rearrange this inequality to obtain that Aβ ≤ C(1+θ)/θ for every 0 ≤ β < βc and hence that

Pβ(|K0| ≥ n) ≤ C(1+θ)/θn−θ

for every 0 ≤ β < βc and n ≥ 1. This implies in particular that βc <∞. Considering the standard

monotone coupling of Pβ and Pβc for β ≤ βc and taking limits as β ↑ βc, it follows that the same

estimate holds for all 0 ≤ β ≤ βc as claimed. The claimed bound on the averaged two-point function

|Λr|−1
∑

x∈|Λr|Pβ(0 ↔ x) follows immediately from the bound Pβ(|K0| ≥ n) ≤ C(1+θ)/θn−θ

together with Theorem 2.5.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. This proof is very similar to that of Theorem 1.1, and we will omit most the

details. As before, we may assume without loss of generality that
∑

e∈E→o Je = 1. The analogue

of Lemma 4.1 is as follows: Let θ = (2a− 1)/(a+ 1) < 1/2. Then there exists a constant C such

that the implication(
Pβ(|K| ≥ n) ≤ An−θ for every n ≥ 1

)
⇒
(
Pβ(|K| ≥ n) ≤ CA1/(1+θ)n−θ for every n ≥ 1

)
(4.6)

holds for every 1 ≤ A <∞ and 0 ≤ β < βc. This will be proven via essentially the same argument

as above but where we replace the set Λ′r with the analogous set Λε = {x ∈ V : {o, x} ∈ E, J{o,x} ≥
ε}, which satisfies |Λε| ≥ cε−a for every 0 < ε ≤ ε0 by assumption. As before, it suffices to consider

the case that β ≥ 1/2. Fix 1/2 ≤ β < βc and 1 ≤ A <∞ and suppose that Pβ(|K| ≥ n) ≤ An−θ

for every n ≥ 1. The derivations of (4.1) and (4.2) from Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 2.1 yield in
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this context that there exist constants C1, C2, and C3 such that

1

|Λε|
∑
x∈Λε

Pβ(S ′
x,n) ≤ C1A

1/2n−(1+2θ)/2ε−(1−a)/2 (4.7)

and
1

|Λε|
∑
x∈Λr

Pβ(0↔ x) ≤ C2A
2/(1+θ)|Λε|−2θ/(1+θ) ≤ C3A

2/(1+θ)ε2aθ/(1+θ) (4.8)

for every 0 < ε ≤ ε0 and n ≥ 1. The same union bound and Harris-FKG argument used to derive

(4.4) then yields that

Pβ(|Ko| ≥ n)2 ≤ C1A
1/2n−(1+2θ)/2ε−1/2 + C3A

2/(1+θ)ε2aθ/(1+θ)

for every 0 < ε ≤ ε0 and n ≥ 1. Taking ε = ε0 ∧n−(1−2θ)/(1−a) implies that there exists a constant

C4 such that

Pβ(|Ko| ≥ n)2 ≤ C4A
1/2n−2θ + C4A

2/(1+θ)n−2aθ(1−2θ)/((1−a)(1+θ))

for every n ≥ 1. As before, the definition of θ is chosen such that these two powers of n are equal,

and we obtain that Pβ(|Ko| ≥ n) ≤
√

2C4A
1/(1+θ)n−θ for every n ≥ 1. This completes the proof

of the implication (4.6). The derivation of Theorem 1.2 from the implication (4.6) is identical to

the derivation of Theorem 1.1 from Lemma 4.1 and is omitted.
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